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Abstract
Cellulose nano-crystals (CNCs) were obtained from native cotton fibers by sulphuric acid hydrolysis with range of 30% to
60%, followed by sonication using ultrasonic technology. Nano cellulose has been characterized by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and
Fourier transformed infrared (FTIR) spectra. TEM and SEM showed nano fibres - like morphology for low acid concentration,
while increasing the acid rate to 40% - 60% showed rod-like shape particles and spherical nano particles. Nano cellulose was
quite different from that of unsonicated samples. X-ray diffraction data showed that the fibres had been transformed from
cellulose (native) to nano cellulose crystal structure, which manifests significant conversion of cellulose. Nano cellulose
exhibited identical FTIR spectra quite different from that of unsonicated samples.
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1. Introduction
Among the various organic nano particles, cellulose nano
particles have encountered an enormous consideration for
diverse causes. Nevertheless, cellulose has several substantial
practical applications such as being renewable, biodegradable,
environmentally friendly, low-priced, and possessing
enormous mechanical strength (1). Cellulose is the most
abundant polymer and it is the main component of most plant
biomass (2). A number of residual plants have been chosen as
a source for the production of cellulose nano particles such as
corn cobs, rice straw, banana stems, sugar beet, soy hulls and
many others (3). Nano cellulose and its derivatives presents a
new brand of nano technology that appear to have very wide
applications in a variety of materials related domains where
physical characteristics such as strength, weight, rheology,
and optical properties can be affected in a very positive
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manner (4). Also, the cellulose nano crystal (CNC) is one of
the strongest and stiffest organic molecules, that has a
modulus of 145 GPa and a strength estimated at 7500 MPa.
CNCs have high surface areas (~250 m2/g), hydrophilic, and
quite amenable to surface activation. CNCs are long, thin
rods (5).
Nano cellulose can be classified according to various factors
such as shape, size and structure. For the shape characteristic,
there are basically three types: sheet, spherical and whiskers. It
is obvious that micro fibrillated nano cellulose (MFC) shape is
sheet alike while microcrystalline cellulose exists in two forms;
spherical and whisker. It should be noted that within each
structure of nano cellulose there is a distribution of lengths,
width, and percent crystallinity. These structures have various
varieties such as (particle-like, rod-like, web-like and fibrelike). MFC has two forms; web-like and fibre-like, while NFC
due to its structure has the form of fibre-like only (6, 7, 8).
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2. Materials and Methods
(a). Preparations of CNC from Cotton
Cotton was collected from Anbar area, Iraq as
a a raw material
for CNC extraction process. A modification of hydrolysis
procedure for CNC preparation by emphasizing the reduction
of acid concentration, elimination of dialysis and freezedrying method compared to methods described elsewhere
(9,10). The cotton samples were washed with distilled water,
dried at 100 oC for 48 h and bleached at 80 oC for 4 h using
0.1 % sodium hydro
ydro chlorite. The bleached fibres
fib
were
filtered and washed several times with distilled water and
dried. Ten grams of bleached fibres coming from bleaching
step have been hydrolyzed in 100 ml of a sulphuric acid at
various concentration (30,
30, 40, 50, 60%) using vigorous
stirring. For termination of the reaction, 100 ml of deionized
d

water was mixed with the solution, cooled at 10 oC. The pH
was adjusted to 7 by using 1 % of NaOH. The suspension
was filtered, collected and sonicated by Ultra Sonicator
(UP400S) with amplitude 80 for different periods
period of time (30,
60, 120 min). The subsequent CNC was dried, converted to
powder and stored for later use.
(b).Characterization
Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM), Environmental
Scanning Electron Microscopy
scopy (FEI-SEM), Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM) and X-Ray
Ray Diffraction (XRD) were used
for morphological characterization of CNC samples.
sam
The
samples were ground, mixed with KBr, pressed into thin
pellets. IR-Spectra
pectra were measured by using FTIR (model
VERTEX 70) with Hyperion scanning Microscope device to
monitoring the change of CNC functional groups.

Fig. 1. TEM image of CNC prepared from cotton sonicated for 120 min and 30% H2SO4.

Fig. 2. TEM image of CNC prepared
pr
from cotton sonicated for 120 min and 50% H2SO4.
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3. Results and Discussions
The hydrolysis process by using H2SO4 and treated with
ultrasonic prepared from cotton lead to produce nano
cellulose as nano fibres and nano particles which identified
by using different morphological techniques.
(a). TEM micrograph
The TEM micrographs showed a nano fibre form like with an
average diameter of (19 nm) of sample 30% H2SO4 sonicated
for 120 min (Fig. 1). These results are in consistent with
previous researches (11,12). Increasing the concentration of
acid to 40% sonicated for 120 min was produced spherical
nano particles (Fig. 2) which have an average diameter of 3870 nm. By increasing the acid concentration to 50%, a
mixture of nano-particles and rod-like shape particles were
generated and created a diameter of 50 nm. By continuous
increasing the acid concentration to 60%, non uniform
spherical nano-particles were extracted. These particles have
an average diameter of (16.34 -27.49 nm).

Fig. 3. SEM image of unsonicated sample.

(b).SEM micrograph.

No CNC particles were observed with unsonicated cotton
sample (Fig. 3) meanwhile the fibres of the sample are long
and smooth. While a change in morphology was occurred
with the sonicated samples and acid hydrolysis. A cluster of
nano fibres with average of diameter 28 nm and average
length of 500 nm were observed with sample of CNC
prepared at concentration of 30 % H2SO4 sonicated for 30
min. Also, amorphous regions were exist in the sample and
distributed with the nano fibres (Fig.4). However a nano
mesh network was observed within fibres by increasing the
sonication time to 60 and 120 min at same acid concentration
with an average length of 200 to 800 nm and 17.5 to 28.5 nm
in diameter. However, the amorphous regions were
completely disappeared for samples sonicated for 60 min
(Fig.5). Increasing the acid concentration to 40 % at different
sonication times indicated a formations of different uniforms
and amorphous regions of nano fibres with an average
diameter of 21 to 100 nm and branching into smaller sub
nano web-like net (Figs.6 and 7). Increasing both factors, the
acid concentration and sonication time, to the highest level
(60 % acid and120 min) carried out a good indication for
nano particle formation. These conditions grow up small
nano particles at average diameter of 39 nm, and the
amorphous regions completely disappeared (Fig.8). These
results are in a fair to good agreement with other
investigations (13,14).

Fig. 4. SEM image of CNC prepared from cotton sonicated for 30 min and
30 % H2SO4.

Fig. 5. SEM image of CNC prepared from Cotton sonicated for 120 min and
30 % H2SO4.
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(c). AFM micrograph
The morphological characteristics of cellulose nano crystals
have been studied using Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) to
for observing nanostructure. Figures 9 and 10 showed AFM
images present a two-dimensional and three-dimensional
view of the surface structure for CNC. The images confirmed
that the cellulose nano crystals have a smooth surface and
small particles size distribution. The particle size
distributions for 120 min sonication were determined and the
diameter averages of 76.29 nm, 63.73 nm, 59.58 nm and
94.26 nm for samples of 30 % acid, 40 % acid 50 % acid 60 %
acid respectively (Figs.11 and 12).
(d).X-ray diffraction
Fig. 6. SEM image of CNC prepared from cotton sonicated for 30 min for
40 % H2SO4.

Table 1. Crystanllity Index and Crystanllity Percentage of nano cellulose at
different acid concentration and sonication time.
Treatment
Acid %
---30
30
30
40
40
40
50
50
50
60
60
60

Fig. 7. SEM image of CNC prepared from cotton sonicated for 120 min and
40 % acid.

Fig. 8. SEM image of CNC prepared from Cotton sonicated for 120 min and
60 % acid.

Sonication (min)
Unsonicated Sample
30
60
120
30
60
120
30
60
120
30
60
120

Crystanllity
Index
62.21
80.55
81.30
78.34
81.43
83.49
77.92
78.95
82.50
77.26
57.33
69.63
61.53

Crystanllity
%
72.57
83.72
84.25
82.19
84.34
85.83
81.91
82.61
85.11
81.47
70.09
76.70
72.22

Four different types of crystalline allomorphs have been
recognized by their characteristic of X-ray diffraction (XRD)
models: celluloses I, II, III and IV. Cellulose I is the majority
abundant type encountered in nature and is a mixture of two
individual crystalline forms: celluloses Iα (triclinic) and Iβ
(monoclinic) (15). XRD is the most extensively used to
estimate the crystallinity index (CrI) and the percentage of
crystalline. XRD diffractions patterns where engaged to
determine the crystallinity parameters of CNC derived from
cotton samples (Figs.13 and 14). The CNC samples showed
three 2θ peaks, 14.6 ο, 18 ο and 22 ο, which represents typical
cellulose I structure (16). The results revealed that the CrI of
different CNC samples prepared under different conditions
increasing with sonication time until reaching a maximum
value at 60 min. However, there was a significant decrease in
the CrI values at 120 min sonication time (Table 1). The
micro-jet yielded by ultrasonic caviatation was destroyed the
surface of cellulose, and fibrillation was obtained; hence the
surface area was increased, resulting to speeding up in the
oxidization reaction (17). This may be due to the mechanical
tension enforced by the ultrasonic power which broke up the
crystalline order of the cellulose skin rather than the interior
cellulose and decreased the CrI. Additionally, the localized
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tremendous temperature and pressure circumstances (5000ºC
and 500 atm) and the aggressive shock waves formed by
cavitation might put up in the step-down of the crystalline
order of cellulose (11). The diffraction peaks positioned at 2θ
= 22.5ο for samples that showed a higher CrI seemed to be
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sharper and have a bigger magnitude than the peaks produced
by others. These interpretations pointed better defined
crystalline domains and are affirmed by the increase in the
CrI (12). The same patterns can be applied for percentage of
crystalline.

Fig. 9. AFM image of CNC prepared from cotton sonicated for 120 min and 30 % acid.

Fig. 10. AFM image of CNC prepared from cotton sonicated for 120 min and 40 % acid.
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Fig. 11. Particle
rticle size distribution of CNC sonicated for 120 min and 40 % acid.

Fig. 12. Particle size distribution of CNC sonicated for 120 min and 40 % acid.
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Fig. 13. X-ray diffraction patterns of unsonicated cotton.

Fig. 14. X-ray diffraction nano cellulose patterns of acid 30 % at different sonification time.
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Fig. 15. FTIR Spectrum of cotton raw material.

Fig. 16. FTIR Spectrum of cotton based nano cellulose with acid concentration at 30 % and sonication time at ( 30 min (60A), 60 min (60B) and 120 min
(60D)).

(e). FTIR Identification
FTIR spectroscopic inquires proof about the absorption
bands to characterize the prepared CNC. The strong broad
with range of 3400 – 3300 cm-1 attributed to O-H stretching
(18), while a peak near 2900 cm-1 assigned to the C-H
stretching vibration (Figs.16-18). These peaks decreased in
intensity compared to that of unsonicated raw material

spectra (Fig.15). The carboxyl group absorption peak was
observed at 1650 cm-1 (19) meanwhile the peak of 1730 cm-1
in the spectrum was attributed to the C═O stretching of actyl
group and uranic ester groups of the hemicellulose or to the
ester linkage of the carboxylic group in the lignin and
hemicelluloses (20). On the other hand, the peak of 1280 cm1
belong to C-O stretching of the aryl group in lignin (21),
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these peaks were totally fade away from the spectra of
extracted CNC. These results suggested that all the
hemicellulose and lignin have been moved out from CNC
obtained specially with uppermost levels of acid
concentration and sonicated time. In addition, the peaks of
1431 cm-1, 1373 cm-1 and 1317 cm-1 are associated with
twisting vibrations of –CH2, C-H and C-O groups of the
aromatic rings respectively. These peaks appeared at
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unsonicated sample as well as at CNC samples (22). The
peaks located at 1031 cm-1 to 1162.9 cm-1 attributed to the
deformation of the C-H rocking vibration and the C-O-C
pyranose ring skeleton (4). Finally, the a absorbance peak
observed at 896 cm-1 was assigned to the symmetric C-O-C
stretching of β ( 1-4 )-glycosidic linkage (23), which became
lower in intensity for CNC spectra compared to that of
unsonicated sample.

Fig. 17. FTIR Spectrum of cotton based nano cellulose with acid concentration at 40 % and sonication time at ( 30 min (60A), 60 min (60B) and 120 min
(60D)).

Fig. 18. FTIR Spectrum of cotton based nano cellulose with acid concentration at 60 % and sonication time at ( 30 min (60A), 60 min (60B) and 120 min
(60D)).
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[8]

Ingvild Kvien, Characterization of biopolymer based
nanocomposites. Ph.D. Thesis, Norwegian University of
Science and Technology, Trondheim, January 2007.

[9]

Samit Kumar, Yuvraj Singh Negi, Jugmendra Sain Upadhyaya.
Studies on characterization of corn cob based nanoparticles.
Adv. Mat. Lett. 1: 246-253, 2010.

4. Conclusions
In conclusion, this study has successfully modified the
hydrolysis procedure for CNC preparation by emphasizing
the reduction of acid concentration, elimination of dialysis
and freeze-drying method by demonstrated the use of
Sonication technique in extraction of CNC. The results
indicate that the TEM, SEM, AFM, X-ray diffraction, and
FTIR spectroscopy techniques confirmed the formation of
cellulose nano particles followed this method. However, the
best results under sonication conditions used are coming
from treatment of 40% acid sonicated for 120 min. This work
indicates that cellulose nano particles had a good valuable
potential in the future for utilization in industrial and
remedial purposes. Although cellulose nano particles of fairly
well-defined dimensions were generated using this method,
the exact reason for the differences in the sizes of nano
particles produced using cotton has to be further investigated.
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